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Abstract: As a target of antiviral drugs, the influenza A M2 protein has been the focus of numerous

structural studies and has been extensively explored as a model ion channel. In this study, we
capitalize on the expanding body of high-resolution structural data available for the M2 protein to

design and interpret site-directed spin-labeling electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy
experiments on drug-induced conformational changes of the M2 protein embedded in lipid

bilayers. We obtained data in the presence of adamantane drugs for two different M2 constructs

(M2TM 22–46 and M2TMC 23–60). M2TM peptides were spin labeled at the N-terminal end of the
transmembrane domain. M2TMC peptides were spin labeled site specifically at cysteine residues

substituted for amino acids within the transmembrane domain (L36, I39, I42, and L43) and the

C-terminal amphipathic helix (L46, F47, F48, C50, I51, Y52, R53, F54, F55, and E56). Addition of
adamantane drugs brought about significant changes in measured electron paramagnetic

resonance spectroscopy environmental parameters consistent with narrowing of the

transmembrane channel pore and closer packing of the C-terminal amphipathic helices.

Keywords: membrane proteins; lipid bilayers; M2 protein; nitroxide spin label; EPR spectroscopy;

adamantane drug binding

Introduction
After decades of frustration, high-resolution crystal

structures of membrane proteins are being published

in unprecedented numbers. High-resolution crystal

data have been a boon for several fields for which

membrane proteins are critical players. However,

membrane proteins are not static, and single crystal

structures are unable to capture crucial confor-

mational dynamics that may be critical for under-

standing drug action and designing drugs. To fully

characterize the drug-binding properties of a mem-

brane-bound protein, it is useful to complement crys-

tallography with techniques that can capture protein

movement, such as nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR), molecular dynamics modeling, and/or the

family of techniques used in this study, site-directed

spin-labeling electron paramagnetic resonance spec-

troscopy (SDSL-EPR).1 Ideally, these complementary

studies should be carried out in lipid membrane

bilayers. The packing of lipids around transmem-

brane (TM) domains impacts the conformational

changes that can occur upon drug binding. Further-

more, partitioning of drugs into lipid bilayers must

be addressed to fully and quantitatively understand

the binding of drugs to sites on a TM protein.

SDSL-EPR is exquisitely suited to study mem-

brane-bound proteins reconstituted into lipid

bilayers at physiologically relevant temperatures.1

Structural parameters measured in SDSL-EPR
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experiments include distances from �12 to 60 Å,

topology with respect to the membrane bilayer, and

mobility information on multiple timescales.2 SDSL-

EPR is not limited by the size of the protein, and

the high sensitivity of the method allows a range of

drug:protein:lipid ratios to be tested, enabling a

fuller characterization of drug binding than is prac-

tical with many other biophysical methods.

M2 is a 97-amino acid protein critical to the life

cycle of influenza A.3 M2 has been the focus of

numerous structural studies and has been exten-

sively explored as a model ion channel4 and, most

recently, as a player in viral budding.5 M2 consists

of an N-terminal extracellular region, a TM domain

that mediates homotetramerization and proton

channel formation, and a C-terminal domain that

extends into the cytoplasm (Fig. 1).4 Channel activ-

ity can be inhibited by the amino-adamantyl drugs,

amantadine (1-aminoadamantane) and rimantadine

(1-(1-adamantyl)ethylamine). Over 90% of circulat-

ing influenza A strains have developed resistance to

these adamantane drugs.6 Resistance to current

antivirals and the threat of future pandemics make

the development of new antiviral drugs a priority.

Previously, we published two different SDSL-EPR

studies on M2.7,8 In the first study, a M2TM (22–46)

peptide that spans the TM domain and homotetramer-

izes to form the channel pore was spin labeled with a

nitroxide at the N-terminus and studied in lipid

bilayers of different thicknesses. Analyses of EPR

spectral changes demonstrated that the conformation

of the TM helical bundle depends on lipid bilayer

properties.7 In the second study, M2TMC (23–60)

peptides that included part of the C-terminal domain

in addition to the TM domain were spin labeled at nine

consecutive sites C-terminal to the TM region. We dem-

onstrated that this C-terminal region is an amphipathic

alpha helix associated with the membrane surface

based upon periodic variations in lipid accessibility data

and patterns of distance-dependent interactions

between spin labels within the tetrameric bundle.8

Here, we extend our previous SDSL-EPR work

and present data on the conformation of the M2 pro-

tein in the presence of adamantane drugs. Two differ-

ent binding sites have been reported for adamantane

drugs: a high-affinity site inside the TM pore and a

second lower affinity, lipid-exposed site found near the

cytoplasmic end of the channel.9,10 The high affinity

drug-binding site in the channel pore has been shown

to be the pharmacologically relevant binding site.4

Conformational studies on drug-bound M2 protein in

lipid bilayers can contribute valuable information to

drug development efforts. Here, we report EPR spec-

troscopy data reflecting the effect of adamantane

drugs on the conformation of two different M2 con-

structs (M2TM 22–46 and M2TMC 23–60). M2TM pep-

tides were spin labeled at the amino terminus.

M2TMC peptides were spin labeled site specifically at

cysteine residues substituted for amino acids within

the TM domain (L36, I39, I42, and L43) and the C-ter-

minal amphipathic helix (L46, F47, F48, C50, I51,

Y52, R53, F54, F55, and E56). Addition of adamantane

drugs brought about significant changes in measured

distance-dependent spin-spin couplings and accessibil-

ities to paramagnetic relaxation agents with differen-

tial partitioning into lipid versus aqueous environ-

ments. Conformational changes consistent with

observed spectral parameters are discussed in light of

the structural data available for the M2 protein.

Results

Conformation of M2TM-WT peptide depends on

pH and the presence of drug
We spin labeled two synthetic M2TM segments,

M2TM-WT and M2TM–H37F (sequences shown in

Fig. 1), at their N-termini. In the M2TM-H37F pep-

tide, the protonatable imidazole ring on His37 is

substituted with a nearly isosteric benzyl side chain.

Protonation of His37 is critical for conformational

changes induced by low pH and shuttling of

protons through the channel.11 Channels consisting

of M2TM-H37F peptides are expected to be unre-

sponsive to lowered pH and thus serve as a control.

Spin-labeled M2TM-WT and M2TM-H37F pep-

tides were reconstituted into 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-

glycero-phosphocholine (POPC):1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-

sn-glycero-3-[phospho-rac-(1-glycerol)] (POPG) (4:1

Figure 1. Spin-labeled M2 peptides used in this study.

Wild-type sequence corresponds to the M2 protein from

influenza strain A/Udorn/72 (H3N2). M2TM (23–46) peptides

were spin labeled (indicated by *) at the N-terminus. M2TMC

(23–60) peptides were spin labeled at single cysteine sites

(underlined). All M2TMC sequences other than the WT

sequence have a C50S replacement in addition to the

cysteine substitution necessary for spin labeling. The last

cysteine-less sequence was used for spin dilution.
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molar ratio) lipid bilayers at a 1:200 peptide:lipid

molar ratio. EPR spectroscopy at room temperature

was then used to probe the distances between the

spin-labeled N-terminal ends of the TM helices

within the tetrameric bundle under three different

sets of conditions: pH 7.8 without drug, pH 5.6 with-

out drug, and pH 7.8 with drug added. EPR spectra

for M2TM-WT peptides are shown in the top row of

Figure 2. Spectra for the control M2TM-H37F pep-

tides are displayed in the bottom row of Figure 2.

To focus on spin-spin interactions that provide

direct structural information through the distance

dependence of dipolar couplings, spectra of fully la-

beled (black spectra) and dilute-labeled channels

(gray spectra) are superimposed in Figure 2. Broad-

ening in the fully labeled samples with respect to

the underlabeled samples is due to spin-spin interac-

tions. Because of the tetrameric geometry of the

channel, two sets of distances between spin labels

are present in the fully labeled samples: lateral and

diagonal. The ambiguity introduced by both lateral

and diagonal spin pairs complicates the extraction of

quantitative distances from continuous wave (CW)

EPR spectral line shapes. The interaction parameter

(X) is defined as the ratio of central line amplitudes

(M ¼ 0) of the normalized dilute-labeled and fully la-

beled spectra and can be used as a qualitative mea-

sure of interspin proximity.12 Comparison of X val-

ues has been previously used to characterize the

structural rearrangements of other homooligomeric

channels.13

Through-space magnetic dipolar interaction

between two spin labels less than �20 Å apart leads

to distance-dependent broadening of the CW EPR

spectral line shapes.14 For distances exceeding �20

Å, spin-spin interactions cause no detectable differ-

ence in the peak-to-peak amplitude, and X is approx-

imately equal to one. Spin labels separated by less

than 13 Å within an oligomer can result in such

broadened lines that the central line amplitude

becomes negligible compared to the nonbroadened

amplitude.

As shown in Figure 2, dipolar broadening (X >

1) occurs for all three conditions for the M2TM-WT

peptide, consistent with the formation of a tetra-

meric bundle with N-terminal ends within �20 Å.

The X value measured for M2TM-WT under the

high pH, drug-free condition is 1.3. This is on the

order of the previously measured X value of 1.6 for a

M2TM peptide reconstituted into a different, but

related, set of conditions (POPC bilayers at pH 8.6).7

As pH is lowered to pH 5.6 for M2TM-WT, X is

reduced to 1.1, indicating that the N-terminal spin

labels move apart within the tetramer. This is con-

sistent with solid-state NMR (ssNMR) structural

studies showing increased hydration of the channel

lumen at lower pH.15 When amantadine is added to

M2TM-WT (pH 7.8), the fully labeled spectrum sig-

nificantly broadens due to the presence of distance-

dependent dipolar coupling (X increase to 2.5), con-

sistent with a conformational change upon drug

binding that brings the N-terminal spin-labeled ends

of the TM domains closer together.

There is also a significant and reproducible

change in the line shape of the dilute-labeled EPR

spectrum of M2TM-WT upon drug binding, reflecting

a change in motional dynamics of the spin label that

is independent of spin-spin interaction. The change

in line shape for dilute-labeled M2TM-WT channels

upon the addition of drug is highlighted in the upper

row of Figure 3(A), where the EPR spectrum of the

drug-bound state (blue) is compared to that of the

drug-free state (black) at pH 7.8. The drug-bound

dilute-spin line shape is a composite of multiple spec-

tra, consistent with the peptides sampling at least

two conformations that have different dynamic prop-

erties. The existence of multiple conformations was

previously observed for M2TM (22–46) in bilayers

Figure 2. EPR spectra of spin-labeled M2TM peptides. Continuous wave (CW) X-band EPR spectra of N-terminally labeled

WT and H37F mutant M2TM peptides. Peptides were reconstituted into POPC:POPG (4:1 molar ratio) liposomes (peptide:lipid

molar ratio of 1:200) under three conditions: pH 7.8 without drug (left), pH 5.6 without drug (center), and pH 7.8 with drug

added (right, 1:10 peptide:amantadine molar ratio, 5 mol % drug-to-lipid ratio). Overlay of spectra of fully labeled tetrameric

channels (black) and spectra of dilute-labeled channels (gray; one spin-labeled peptide þ nine unlabeled peptides). Interaction

parameter (X) reflects distance between N-termini within the tetrameric bundle. X is the ratio of central line amplitudes (M ¼
0) of the normalized dilute labeled and fully labeled spectra.
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using ssNMR spectroscopy methods.15,16 The ssNMR

data also suggested that the relative populations of

conformational states sampled by M2TM (22–46)

depend both on the types of lipid used to form the

membrane bilayers and the presence of drug.15,16

Conformation of control M2TM-H37F peptide

does not change with pH or drug
Distance-dependent spin-spin interactions are not

detected for the M2TM-H37F peptide under any con-

dition, indicating that the N-terminal ends of the

TM domains of these peptides are more than �20 Å

apart under all three sets of conditions (Fig. 2, bot-

tom row). Furthermore, the spectral line shape of

dilute-labeled M2TM-H37F peptide was unaffected

by the addition of drug [Fig. 3(A), bottom row]. The

lack of spectral changes for the M2TM-H37F pep-

tides in the presence of drug is in agreement with

previous findings that His37 is critical for drug bind-

ing of M2.17 We note that the spectrum of dilute-la-

beled M2TM-WT peptide under drug-free conditions

is very similar to the spectrum of the M2TM-H37F

under drug-free conditions [Fig. 3(B)], despite the

significant differences seen in dipolar spin-spin

interactions between the two peptides in Figure 2.

These EPR results suggest that the M2TM-H37F

peptides do oligomerize in lipid bilayers, but that

the helical bundles are significantly less well

packed, resulting in no detectable spin-spin interac-

tion. This is in agreement with electrophysiological

studies that have shown that an H37F M2 mutant

protein does form channels; however, the channels

are not proton selective.11 Previous biophysical stud-

ies have also demonstrated that M2TM-H37F pep-

tides do tetramerize but have a weaker association

within the homotetramer compared to M2TM-WT.18

Drug binding leads to closer packing of TM
domain of M2TMC peptides

Conformational flexibility of the spin-labels at the

N-termini of M2TM peptides limits the resolution of

the structural information that can be determined.7

Thus, we next spin labeled several sites along the

TM helix (L36, I39, I42, and L43) of a longer M2

peptide (M2TMC 23–60) and looked at the EPR

spectra both with and without drug present. The

spin-labeling sites in the TM domain were carefully

chosen to prevent potential perturbation of the

native fold due to spin-label attachment. All four

sites (36, 39, 42, and 43) point away from the chan-

nel pore in previously solved structures19,20 and

were previously shown not to perturb channel func-

tion upon mutation to cysteine.21

The spin interaction X values for spin labels

located at sites 36, 39, 42, and 43 in the drug-free

form of the M2TMC channel (Fig. 4, gray bars)

decrease as one moves from the site located deepest

in the membrane bilayer (Site 36) toward the C-ter-

minal end of the TM domain. This pattern of X
values indicates that the channel gets wider at the

C-terminal end, as seen in several previously pub-

lished structures of M2.4 Upon addition of drug, the

spin-labeled TM sites all have increased X values

(Fig. 4, black bars), consistent with a narrower TM

tetrameric bundle in the drug-bound form of M2, as

seen and discussed above in our EPR results for the

M2TM-WT peptide.

As a measurement of the relative mobility of the

spin-labeled sites both with and without drug, we

calculated the inverse peak-to-peak width of the cen-

tral line, DHpp(0)
�1, or simply DH0

�1, from each of

the dilute labeled spectra corresponding to the sites

shown in Figure 4. Increase in the line width of a

dilute-labeled spectrum correlates with reduced mo-

bility, which would then be reflected in a reduced

inverse value of DH0
�1. Despite the significant

changes in distance-dependent dipolar couplings

upon drug binding, there were no significant

changes in measured values of DH0
�1 calculated

from dilute-labeled spectra. This is perhaps not

surprising since the spin-labeling sites in the TM

domain all point outward from the pore toward

the lipids, having been carefully chosen to prevent

potential perturbation of the native fold due to spin-

label attachment.

Drug binding leads to closer approach of the

C-terminal amphipathic helices
We previously published spin-label data for nine con-

secutive sites (48–56) C-terminal to the TM region.8

We demonstrated that this C-terminal region was a

membrane surface alpha helix based upon periodic

variations in lipid accessibility data and patterns of

spin label-spin label couplings within the tetrameric

bundle. Here, we show data for two more residues

(46 and 47) and examine spectral changes that occur

upon the addition of adamantane drugs. All the sites

chosen for spin labeling do not significantly perturb

channel function upon mutation to cysteine.8,21 Note

Figure 3. Comparison of dilute-labeled spectra of spin-

labeled M2TM peptides. EPR spectra of dilute-labeled

channels shown in Figure 2 are overlaid to compare

spectral line shapes. (A) pH 7.8 without drug (black) and pH

7.8 with drug (blue) for M2TM-WT (top) and M2TM-H37F

(bottom). (B) M2TM-WT (black) and M2TM-H37F (magenta)

at pH 7.8 without drug.
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that spin-label data for Site 49 are not included

since a mutation to cysteine at Lys 49 is detrimental

to channel function.8

Spin interaction X values for C-terminal spin

labels are plotted in Figure 5. Compared to the

drug-free state (gray bars), all the X values were

increased upon addition of drug (black bars), indicat-

ing that interspin distances were shortened upon

addition of drug. The shortest distances for both

drug-free and drug-bound forms are in the segment

of residues 51–53, suggesting a geometric arrange-

ment that is similar between the drug-bound and

drug-free states but closer together in the presence

of drug.

As a measurement of the relative mobility of the

spin-labeled sites both with and without drug, we

calculated the inverse peak-to-peak width of the cen-

tral line, DH0
�1, from each of the dilute-labeled spec-

tra corresponding to the sites shown in Figure 5.

There were no significant changes in measured val-

ues of DH0
�1 for this C-terminal region, although

the changes in X values clearly indicate that drug

binding leads to closer approach of the C-terminal

amphipathic helices. As shown in several earlier

studies on M2, the protein is intrinsically

dynamic,15,16 and the overall motion of the C-termi-

nal region, particularly flexibility about the hinge

between the TM helix and the C-terminal helix,

could make it difficult to detect motional changes

due to drug binding within the C-terminal region

using the qualitative estimate provided by calcula-

tion of DH0
�1 values.

Collision frequencies between spin labels and

paramagnetic O2 were measured using power satu-

ration techniques. Molecular oxygen is a small

hydrophobic species that partitions into lipid

bilayers. O2 concentration is greatest in the center

of the bilayer and decreases toward the membrane

surface. Residue-by-residue patterns of measured

accessibilities to O2 have been used to predict a pro-

tein’s secondary structure and topology with respect

to the membrane.14 O2 accessibilities for the drug-

free (gray line) and drug-bound (black line) states

are shown in Figure 5(B). O2 accessibility data for

the drug-free state show a periodic variation typical

for an amphipathic a-helix lying on the surface of a

membrane bilayer. For the drug-free state, the sites

with the largest oxygen accessibilities correspond to

the most membrane-embedded sites of the amphi-

pathic helix (hydrophobic residues F48, I51, and

F55). Interestingly, upon drug binding, the O2

Figure 4. Drug-induced conformational change of spin-

labeled sites within the transmembrane domain of the

M2TMC (23–60) peptides. Interaction parameter (X) values
for spin labels at specified positions on the M2TMC peptide

in POPC:POPG (4:1 molar ratio) liposomes (1:200

peptide:lipid molar ratio) at pH 7.8 without drug (gray) and

with drug (black), 1:20 peptide:rimantadine molar ratio, 10

mol % drug-to-lipid ratio. Interaction parameter (X) reflects
intersubunit proximity within the tetrameric bundle. X is the

ratio of central line amplitudes (M ¼ 0) of the normalized

dilute labeled and fully labeled spectra. Error bars shown

reflect the uncertainty in amplitudes of the dilute labeled

and fully labeled spectra due to spectral signal-to-noise.

CW X-band EPR spectra used to calculate X values

included in online Supporting Information (Supporting

Information Figure S1).

Figure 5. Drug-induced conformational change of spin-

labeled sites within the C-terminal helix of the M2TMC

(23–60) peptides. (A) Interaction parameter (X) values for

spin labels at specified positions on the M2TMC peptide in

POPC:POPG (4:1 molar ratio) liposomes (1:200 peptide:lipid

molar ratio) at pH 7.8 without drug (gray) and with drug

(black), 1:25 peptide:rimantadine molar ratio, 7.5 mol %

drug-to-lipid ratio. Interaction parameter (X) reflects
intersubunit proximity within the tetrameric bundle. X is the

ratio of central line amplitudes (M ¼ 0) of the normalized

dilute labeled and fully labeled spectra. Error bars shown

reflect the uncertainty in amplitudes of the dilute labeled

and fully labeled spectra due to spectral signal-to-noise.

CW X-band EPR spectra used to calculate X values

included in online Supporting Information (Supporting

Information Figure S1). (B) O2 accessibilities without drug

(gray) and with drug (black). Error bars on the DP1/2

parameters are the 95% confidence intervals from the fits

to the power saturation curves described in the Materials

and Methods section. Data for spin labels at Site 49 are

omitted since a K49C mutation causes loss of ion channel

function.

Thomaston et al. PROTEIN SCIENCE VOL 22:65—73 69



accessibilities of Sites 51–52 significantly decrease,

disrupting the periodicity expected for an isolated

membrane-surface helix where oxygen accessibility

is simply determined by the amount of O2 dissolved

in the lipids. It is possible that drug-induced pep-

tide-peptide interactions, and not simply depth in

the hydrophobic membrane,14 are impacting the

measured O2 accessibilities in the region of Sites

51–52. The existence of tight peptide-peptide inter-

actions between helical subunits in the homote-

tramer is consistent with the large X values meas-

ured for this region in the drug-bound state.

While O2 accessibility data can be informative

about membrane topology for membrane protein sur-

face helices, these accessibilities can be difficult to

interpret for tightly packed regions of a protein or for

residues lying along a water-permeable membrane

channel. Thus, we employed a different relaxation

agent to explore conformational properties of the sites

we spin labeled along the TM channel domain.

Accessibility of spin-labeled sites to Ni(II)

chelated to a lipid head group

We measured the proximity of our spin-labeled TM

sites to the membrane–aqueous interface using para-

magnetic Ni(II) chelated to a lipid head group. Ni-

chelate lipid accessibility studies have been used to

identify spin-labeled peptide sites proximal to the

membrane surface in other SDSL-EPR studies of

membrane proteins.22 The accessibility of spin-la-

beled M2TMC TM sites to Ni-chelate lipid is shown

in Figure 6. Accessibility data for a spin label within

the membrane surface C-terminal helix (Site 48) is

included as a reference. In the absence of drug, all

of the sites shown in Figure 6 showed some accessi-

bility to the Ni-chelate lipid. Ni-chelate lipid accessi-

bility to Site 48 was the largest among the five sites

shown, consistent with the C-terminal amphipathic

helix lying along the membrane surface. The larger

accessibility of Sites 42/43 compared to Sites 36/39 is

consistent with these two residues being part of a

transitional region between the TM domain and the

C-terminal helix.

Upon addition of drug, the most notable change

is the complete loss of accessibility at Site 43 to the

Ni-chelate lipid. The drug-bound data shown in Fig-

ure 6 were collected in a molar excess of drug (1:20

peptide:drug molar ratio, which is equivalent to 1:80

channel:drug molar ratio since the protein is tetra-

meric). To further characterize what is happening to

a spin label located at Site 43, accessibilities to Ni-

chelate lipid were collected over a range of drug con-

centrations (Fig. 7). When drug is added at 1:1 or

1:4 channel:drug molar ratio, there is no significant

change in accessibility compared to the accessibility

measured in the absence of drug. Upon addition of

20-fold molar excess of drug to the channel, accessi-

bility of Site 43 to Ni-chelate lipids is significantly

reduced. Upon addition of 80-fold molar excess of

drug to the channel, we observe a complete loss of

accessibility of the spin label at Site 43 to the Ni-

chelate lipid.

Discussion

Comparison of drug-free conformation of
M2TMC in lipid bilayers with ssNMR model

This study expands upon the previously published

spin-label EPR data available for M27,8 to include

new information on TM sites and additional C-termi-

nal domain sites. It is instructive to examine how

our EPR data from the 14 spin-labeled sites on

M2TMC (23–60) compare to the most recently pub-

lished structure of a similar M2 peptide (M2TMC

22–66) in lipid bilayers (PDB structure 2L0J).20 This

most recently published structural model was

Figure 6. Drug binding changes accessibility of spin-labels

to the membrane interface. Accessibility of spin labels to

lipid-headgroup-chelated Ni(II) in POPC:POPG (4:1 molar

ratio) liposomes 1:200 peptide:lipid molar ratio at pH 7.8

without drug (gray) and with drug (black) 1:20

peptide:rimantadine molar ratio, 10 mol % drug-to-lipid

ratio. Sites 36–43 are in the TM domain. Site 48 is within

the C-terminal surface helix and included as a reference to

indicate the access the lipid-headgroup-chelated Ni(II) has

to a membrane surface residue. Error bars on the DP1/2

parameters are the 95% confidence intervals from the fits

to the power saturation curves described in the Materials

and Methods section.

Figure 7. Accessibility of Site 43 to Ni-chelated lipid over a

range of drug concentrations. Accessibility of spin labels to

lipid-headgroup-chelated Ni(II) for M2TMC-L43SL in POPC/

POPG 4:1 liposomes, 1:200 peptide:lipid molar ratio, at pH

7.8 at the indicated channel:rimantadine ratios. Error bars

on the DP1/2 parameters are the 95% confidence intervals

from the fits to the power saturation curves described in

the Materials and Methods section.
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determined using ssNMR and was collected in the

absence of drug.20

Supporting Information Figures S2–S4 compare

our drug-free M2TMC (23–60) EPR data with the

published drug-free ssNMR model. There is reasona-

ble agreement between our EPR data and the pack-

ing of the TM domain (Supporting Information Fig.

S2) and the depth of TM sites in the membrane

(Supporting Information Fig. S3). Although EPR

data and the ssNMR model for the C-terminal mem-

brane surface helical sites both show a periodic pat-

tern expected for the three-dimensional proximity of

helices, the sites of closest approach are different

(Supporting Information Fig. S4). The lipid mem-

branes employed in our study are different from

those used in the ssNMR study, and the interaction

between the C-terminal amphipathic helix and the

membrane surface likely differs. The ssNMR struc-

ture was determined in neutral DOPC:DOPE (4:1

molar ratio) bilayers, whereas our EPR samples

used negatively charged POPC:POPG (4:1 molar ra-

tio) bilayers. It has already been established that

membrane properties affect the conformational

states sampled by the M2 protein.7,15 Sensitivity of

the conformation of the M2 protein to hydrophobic

environment was also hypothesized to account for

differences between a solution NMR structure deter-

mined in detergent micelles and previously pub-

lished SDSL-EPR work on the C-terminal domain of

M2TMC (23–60) in lipid bilayers.8

M2 conformational changes in the TM domain
upon binding of adamantane drugs

The EPR data presented here clearly demonstrate

that the conformation of the TM domain of M2

changes significantly upon addition of drug. Meas-

urements of distance-dependent spin-spin couplings

reveal that the pore formed by homotetramerization

of the TM helices becomes narrower in the presence

of drug. Previous studies have demonstrated that

the high-affinity drug binding site is located in the

N-terminal channel lumen near Ser 31 and drug

binding to this site leads to a more rigid conforma-

tion of the M2 channel.23 Based on analysis of

ssNMR chemical shifts, it has been proposed that

M2 can sample a range of conformational states, but

addition of drug reduces the range of states sampled

and promotes a motionally restricted conformation

with a well-defined kink at Gly 34.15

M2 conformational changes in the C-terminal

domain upon binding of adamantane drugs

While a range of studies has focused on the changes

in the TM domain upon drug binding, less has been

published about how drug binding can alter the con-

formation and dynamics of the C-terminal amphi-

pathic helix. The EPR data presented here suggest

that the geometric arrangement of the C-terminal

domain is similar between the drug-bound and drug-

free states but that the C-terminal helices are more

closely packed in the presence of drug. Drug binding

to the high affinity site within the TM pore leads to

constriction of the TM domain that could be propa-

gated out to the C-terminal helices. Binding to the

secondary lower affinity site was probed by examin-

ing EPR spectral changes over a range of drug

concentrations.

Spectral changes vary with drug concentration
EPR data over a range of drug concentrations

allowed us to probe binding to both the high affinity

binding site within the channel pore as well as the

secondary site located near the C-terminal end of

the TM domain. The high affinity site, which can be

occupied by a single adamantane drug molecule, is

located in the channel pore near the N-terminal

lumen, surrounded by residues 27, 30, 31, and

34.4,6,23 The four equivalent low-affinity sites are

located on the outer rim of the C-terminal end of the

TM homotetrameric helical bundle interacting with

residues 40–45.4,9

As the concentration of drug increases, the

accessibility of a spin label at Site 43 to Ni-chelate

lipid decreases. Accessibility is unchanged at 1:1 and

1:4 channel:drug molar ratios but significantly

decreases at 1:20 channel:drug molar ratios, with a

complete loss of accessibility at a 1:80 channel:drug

molar ratio. Spectral changes at the two highest

drug concentrations tested are consistent with drug

binding to the lower affinity exterior binding site of

M2, of which Leu 43 is proposed to be a part. The

decrease in accessibility of the spin label at Site 43

at high drug concentrations could reflect bound drug

molecules blocking access to Ni-chelate lipid or a

drug-induced conformational change that prevents

the same access.

When characterizing the binding of a drug to a

membrane protein embedded in lipid bilayers, it is

important to consider how the drug interacts with

membrane lipids. Adamantane drugs are lipophilic

and have been shown to partition extensively into

lipid bilayers where they localize to the hydrophilic/

hydrophobic interface.24,25 Thus, in addition to the

drug:protein ratio, the drug-to-lipid ratio also

impacts drug-binding properties. An ssNMR study of

M2TM (22–46) peptide in DMPC bilayers indicated

that binding to the lower affinity exterior site of M2

could be observed when the drug was present at

drug-to-lipid ratios above 7 mol %.23 Adamantane

membrane partition coefficients depend strongly on

the lipid composition,24 and the drug-to-lipid ratio at

which binding sites are occupied will vary depending

on membrane composition. Here, we used POPC:-

POPG (4:1 molar ratio) bilayers with a peptide:lipid

molar ratio of 1:200 (channel:lipid molar ratio of

1:800 since the protein is tetrameric). The two
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highest drug concentrations (1:20 and 1:80 channel:-

drug molar ratio) correspond to 2.5 and 10 mol %

drug-to-lipid ratios, respectively. Thus, under our

sample conditions, the lower affinity exterior binding

site appears to be at least partially occupied at 2.5

mol % drug-to-lipid ratio based upon the Ni-chelate

accessibility data shown in Figure 7. The drug-to-

lipid ratios used for the spectral studies reported in

Figures 2–6 were 5 mol % drug-to-lipid and higher.

The drug-induced conformational changes we dem-

onstrate thus appear to result from interaction with

both the high affinity site inside the TM pore as

well as the second lower affinity, lipid-exposed site

found near the cytoplasmic end of the channel.

There is also some evidence that the partitioning of

adamantane drugs into membranes can impact the

physical properties of lipid bilayers25 and, as such,

impact the conformations sampled by the M2 protein

through changes in surrounding membrane lipids.

Conclusions

Here, we have reported a more complete set of

SDSL-EPR data for the M2 protein in lipid bilayers

than previously published: residue-by-residue inter-

helix distances and accessibilities to paramagnetic

relaxation agents for select sites within the TM do-

main, and a more complete coverage of the amphi-

pathic helix C-terminal to the TM domain. M2 con-

formational information inferred from EPR data

collected in the absence of drug is broadly consistent

with a recent ssNMR model for the drug-free state,

although differences might have resulted from the

choice of lipids to form membrane bilayers.

Upon drug binding, the M2 protein assumes a

constricted conformation characterized by shortened

distances between both the TM and the membrane

surface helices within the tetrameric bundle. Inter-

estingly, at high drug concentrations, there was a

complete loss of accessibility to Ni-chelate lipid at

Site 43. We investigated what might cause this ob-

servation by titrating down the amount of drug

added. We found that, as drug concentration is low-

ered, accessibility of Site 43 to Ni-chelate lipid is

restored. This observation is consistent with the ex-

istence of two drug binding sites, the second of

which is occupied at 2.5 mol % drug-to-lipid ratio

and above for the M2TMC (23–60) peptides embed-

ded in POPC:POPG (4:1 molar ratio) lipid bilayers.

Materials and Methods

Synthesis and spin labeling of peptides
Peptide synthesis and purification were performed

as described previously,8 and sequences of peptides

are provided in Figure 1. M2TM peptides were nitro-

xide spin labeled at the N-terminus using the

2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrrolin-1-oxyl-3-carboxylic acid

N-hydroxysuccinimide ester.7 M2TMC peptides were

nitroxide spin labeled using cysteine-specific 1-oxyl-

2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrroline-3-methyl methane-

thiosulfonate spin labels.8

Reconstitution of M2 peptides into lipid bilayers
M2 peptides were reconstituted into lipid bilayers

consisting of POPC and POPG, POPC:POPG 4:1

molar ratio. The peptide:lipid molar ratio was 1:200.

The reconstitution protocol was described in detail

previously.8 The buffer for pH 7.8 samples was 50

mM Tris, 100 mM KCl, and 1 mM EDTA. The buffer

for pH 5.6 samples was 50 mM MES, 100 mM KCl,

and 1 mM EDTA. The buffer used for Ni-chelated

lipid accessibility studies did not contain EDTA.

The Ni-chelated lipid used in accessibility meas-

urements was 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[(N-(5-amino-

1-carboxypentyl)iminodiacetic acid)succinyl] nickel

salt (DOGS-NTA(Ni)). Bilayers for these measure-

ments had a POPC:POPG:DOGS-NTA(Ni) molar

ratio of 4:1:1.25. Use of DOGS-NTA(Ni) to probe

membrane protein structure has been described

previously.22

Drug stock solutions were prepared in trifluor-

oethanol, and appropriate volumes were aliquoted

into glass vials. Trifluoroethanol was removed first

under a gentle stream of nitrogen gas and then

under high vacuum overnight to remove remaining

solvent. Preformed proteoliposomes were added to

drug films, vortexed, and incubated for 24 h at room

temperature.

EPR spectroscopy and data analysis
CW EPR spectra were recorded at room temperature

on an X-band Bruker EMX spectrometer equipped

with an ER4123D resonator. Samples used for analy-

sis of spectral line shapes were placed in glass capil-

lary tubes and EPR spectra were acquired using 2

mW incident microwave power, 1 G field modulation

amplitude at 100 kHz, and 150 G sweep width. For

comparison of line shapes, each spectrum was dou-

ble integrated and normalized to the same number

of spins.

For power saturation measurements, samples

were collected in gas-permeable TPX capillary tubes.

Power saturation data were obtained under three

sets of conditions: equilibrated with nitrogen gas,

equilibrated with ambient air, and equilibrated with

nitrogen in the presence of DOGS-NTA(Ni). For

experiments with low accessibility to fast relaxing

paramagnetic reagents, EPR spectra were measured

at eight power levels. For experiments with high

accessibility to paramagnetic reagents, 16 power lev-

els were studied as the saturation effect was some-

times significantly mitigated and thus more data

points were required to achieve a good fit. Data

were analyzed, and DP1/2 parameters reflecting side

chain accessibility to paramagnetic reagents were

determined as described previously.8
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